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VALORISING RURAL WOMEN is a project funded
by the European Commission under the Programme of Life long Learning 2009 - 2011, born of a

Website: www.valorizingruralwoman.eu

desire to contribute to renovation and upgrading of
rural women and make women pursue a path of
GWU
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Valletta VLT 1103
Malta
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Entrepreneurship for Employement is an NGO
that works in Spain and in the UE, integrated by
professionales and selfworker from all activity
sector developped in the rural areas.
Long life learning training is one of our strategical
priorities.
Emprendedores para el Empleo

The General Workers' Union (GWU) was officially
founded on 5 October 1943. It is the largest trade
union in Malta and its foundation date is celebrated
until today as Union Day. The GWU's strength lies in
its diverse membership coming from all the sectors
of the Maltese economy.
It organises in its folds more than 54 per cent of the
organised labour force levelling 35 per cent of the
gainfully occupied. This makes the GWU the
powerful force it is today in the domestic industrial
relations arena.

Confederazione Italiana Agricoltori "agricoltura
è vita" of Rome Agricoltura è Vita is an operational
entity established by Cia with a view to conducting
training and consulting activities as well as disseminating innovative concepts among farms and local
agricultural organizations.
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Asociatia Femeilor din Romania (Women's
Association of Romania) is the first democratic
organisation for women and was founded in the
days of the Romanian Revolution in December
1989, as a result of the need to organize, represent
and to protect the rights of women in Romania.
AFR is a leader within the women’s movement and
it is fighting for a real status for the women in our
country.
A.F.R. is a non-governmental and non-profit organisation with the objective to increase the level of
awareness among women in Romania, which can
lead to their determination in achieving and developing their ability to take responsibility over positive
changes in their own life and the society.
In its 20 years of existence, AFR has developed
national and international programs and projects;
held training courses and activities; organized
advocacy seminars and campaigns in the areas of:
civic education, gender equality, health, promotion
of tolerance and non-violation, elimination of poverty and discrimination and adult education and
development of international partnerships, developed programs to valorize the women entrepreneurial spirit in rural and urban areas.
AFR has 9557 members actives and beneficiaries in
Bucharest and 20 branch organizations in different
counties of the country. The pragmatic approach
gives the association a large audience within
women. The activities of AFR are based on voluntary work.
Devoted to the slogan “HELP ME TO HELP YOU”,
AFR, leader of the women’s movement, is promoting an efficiencies partnership in enrolling programs, projects and common activities.
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Our institution is a municipality of a city of the
Madeira island, his capital, is composed for 10
clienteles with more than 110,000 of habitants.
The Funchal besides concentrating the headquarters of the social and administrative equipment
concentrates the economics activities, over all of
the tourism, public administration, social services,
generating a great one it offers of job witch is
always motivated since migratory and immigrate
movements of all the island.
It is in this city concentrates 60% of the population,
nominated in the clienteles of Saint António and
São Martinho.
They are in these clienteles where they are great
accumulations of social quarters. These quarters,
are constituted with a very heterogeneous population, aged, or either 69.0% have between the 15
and 64 years; 56,5% make use only of basic
education; 41,7% of the population in the reform
situation, pensioner and or in the reserve; 18.1%
domestic women.
In this social quarters the problems of social exclusion emerge and it is being a bet of this institution.
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